A: The story

Project
name:

Young filmmakers

Responsible
organization
and person(s):

Scout group “Miroslav Mika Antić”
Tanja Janković, project Coordinator

Introduction to
the project:

This project has been initiated by scouts in our group because they want to make their
own video that they can put on youtube but to be well presented and has a good reach.
• Young people are very interested in making selfy video and publishing
on youtube and social networks but without awareness of picture that
they send in public and risks
• Our scout group and Scout Association of Serbia has a problem to get
into media. Politic topics are on the main news. Also our activities that
are in the woods and during weekends are hard to be followed by
journalist. Video that we produce now with the phones is not good
enough quality to be broadcasted on TV.
• Young people have very little opportunity to explore their talents in
filming area

Objectives and
goals:

➢ Introduce young people with basic terms and roles involved in making
film
➢ Increase awareness of sending message through the film
➢ Develop basic skills for writing scenario, handling camera, directing,
make a scene and filming plan, editing
➢ Make a promoting movie
➢ Fulfil requests for scout badge cinematographer
➢ Increase membership of scout organization

To which
extent did we
meet
objectives and
goals:

We are very satisfied with the results of the project. Participated more than 30 scouts
(around 50) in the projects. All planned activities were held:
➢ Workshop on International short film festival “Filmski front” held
28.10.2017. in Culture centre of Novi Sad. Workshop was mentoring
by film director from „Kino klub Novi Sad”- Cinema club, about basic
terms of film language, work phase on film, sector roles in producing
film. Participated 20 members of our scout group and around 10 non
scouts. All of them got diploma.
➢ During November and December we had two meetings about
organizing winter camp, the main activity of the project. Camp was

➢
➢

➢

➢

What did we
learn from the
project:

held from 2-6.January 2018. in a mountain house in Fruska gora, 30km
from Novi Sad. There were 46 participants both from Scout group
„Miroslav Mika Antic“, Novi Sad and „Javor“, Belgrade, learning about
making scenario. Participants were writing scenario with the
recommended elements, divided in groups. It was explained how to
send a message through the film. After presentation of the group
scenarios we delivered one that was meant to be filmed. People from
„Kino klub Novi Sad” have chosen, among participants, assistant
director, camera assistants, best boy, sound assistant, production
designer, decorators, costume designers, clapper, scripter etc.
Youngsters were making costume for the bear, looking for the
adequate place for shooting and all needed props. They were
managing camera and sound recorder, taking care about the
sequences of the scenes. The most interesting was casting for the
actors. There were many candidates. Postproduction of the film was
few weeks later because in the camp there was no time for it. We
borrowed the equipment from „Kino klub” since at that time we were
not able to buy it. Money for the equipment came later and we
bought it.
We got a lapotop as a donation.
Celebration of the project held in the cinema where was the premiere
of the recorded film “Mila and the Bear”. The whole film crew was
presented, got diplomas and cheers from the audience. After that,
there was a celebration with the cake.
Evaluation has done during the project by reports on the meeting in
preparation phase, by sending follow up report to the FOSE, collecting
impressions of the participants. Promotion of the project was by
facebook page of the scout group- OIMIKAANTIC, Instagram and
regional newspapers. Film is on youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5P9FJJ7Yeg
Long term goal to have more scouts will be followed.

We learned that if the project comes from youngsters needs, involves them into
preparation and presentation and is realistic, always finds the donators and helpers.
Participants learned basics about the making film, manipulating film equipment,
working in team, some of them overcame fear of public appearance. Besides shooting
the film participants had an opportunity to explore nature, do some sports, help in the
kitchen, organize and participate in the fun games.
With this project we offered children to try something new, to discover their talents
but there is a lot more to become experts in film production. Experience shows that
this kind of projects should be done in smaller groups.

Finances
1. Expenses
quantity

Price per unit (EUR)

Refreshment and sandwiches for 3 workshops 30
for 10 people
Material for workshops

2

Accommodation and 3 meals for 30 scouts and 144
6 expert and leaders, 4 days
Transport for the preparation, rent a bus for 1
participants
Photo camera
1

20

Price (EUR)
60
50
2880
250
560

Professional Video tripod Camera w/Fluid Head 1

200

Memory card SanDisk Extreme SDXC 45MB/s UHSI Card (bulk) - 64GB

1

20

Sound recorder Zoom H4n PRO

1

265

Hama SD memory card 64gb/45

1

28

Bag for camera

1

32

Promotion

30

Lap top

1

200

Celebration- cake and soft drink for 50 people

1

100

Total

4675
•

Refreshments and sandwiches for 3 workshops

2. Total expenses
4675 eur
3. Income from own sources
For accommodation and meals

2880 eur

4. Income from other sources
Lap top and celebration
5. Total request from FOSE
For equipment, transport and workshops

300 eur

1495 eur

B: Financial report in brief
Income:

Own resources:
Other funding:
ESF funding:

Brief description
Accommodation and meals
Lap top and cake- donation
For equipment, transport, workshops,
promotion

Amount in EURO
2880
300
1495

Other income:
Expenses;

Net result:

Administration:
Travel:
Materials spent:
Materials lasting:
Accommodation and
food for participants:
Trainers and
facilitators
accommodation:
Trainers and
facilitators travel:

promotion
bus
Workshops, cake,
Photo equipment, lap top

30
250
210
1305
2880

0

Remark:
When we made There was a typing error in presentation of the project ``Young filmmakers`` so the
sum of money was different from in the project application. Instead of 1405 it was 1495 euro. (0
and 9 are close). For that we got bag and SD card and promotion.

